Open Networks
Steering Group Meeting

22nd April 2021
Agenda

1. Update on ECR enhancements
2. Focus on <1MW
ECR improvements timeline

**January**
- Develop narrative

**February**
- G98/G99 consultation
- Notify DCP350 proposer
- Approve narrative
- Prepare mod paperwork

**March**
- Review responses
- Approve narrative
- Notify Contract Managers of changes

**April**
- 4th: Formal notification to DCUSA panel Mar meeting
- 19th: DCUSA panel meeting
- 21st: Submit paperwork to DCUSA
- 14th: Verbal notification to DCUSA panel Feb meeting

Approval of revised ECR template by P1
Our work for 2021

- ECR template enhancements
- Implement proposals to include ESO services and T/x reinforcement
- Extend ECR to include assets <1MW
- Consider central register

*Slightly later than PID date on basis of call last week
Inclusion of <1MW assets

- DNOs committed to publishing data by year end/early 2022
- Next three months activities

**May**
- Re-visit use cases to drive format
- Seek external information sources

**June**
- Agree spreadsheet format (same vs rationalised)
- Review externally sourced data

**July**
- 1st cut of data into spreadsheet (based on review of external data)

**May-July**
- DNOs to seek legal wording/caveats for using external data
- Agree triaging process for GDPR compliance
- Initiate DCUSA/D-code mods

Detailed Implementation Plan for August onwards to be published in late July/early August.